Once upon a time in the Western Sicily
When you arrive in Sicily, it feels like a warm embrace,
charmed and enraptured. It is known from the pages
of the great Sicilian writers, see it is, however an
emotion, the not show through the scents, sounds,
smiles and warmth of the people.
Palermo,Segesta,Erice,Trapani, Parco Archeologico di
Selinunte, Valle dei Templi Agrigento, Sciacca ...
There is a lot to choose and we are ready to make
your experience to Western Sicily a dream come true!

WEST SICILY

VERDURA RESORT
Selinunte

Welcome to Sicily: Meet & Greet and Transportation
Arrivals of the guests at Palermo International Airport or Trapani Airport.
Meet & greet with our local guest assistants in the arrival area.
Transfer by Transfer by
Luxury Motor coach (50/28 seats)
Luxury Mini coaches (15 seats)
Luxury Mini van (6 seats)
Luxury sedan car (up to 2 guests)
Mineral water on board
*Depending on the hotel placing, transfer timing can vary accordingly.

Palermo Airport

Palermo
Trapani Airport

Rome

Palermo

VIP assistance and luggage pull service at Palermo airport
We can offer the following services for all guests on arrival:
Option 1: VIP Service at airport:
• Meet & Greet at the luggage carousel by dedicated staff (hostess)
• Porterage service
• Accompaniment at the meeting point with the driver
Option 2: VIP Service at airport:
• Plane side pick up
• Meet & Greet at the luggage carousel by dedicated staff (hostess)
• Porterage service
• Accompaniment at the meeting point with the driver
*VIP service on arrival need to be confirmed in terms of service and costs as this may be suspended for security reasons.

The Beauty of Palermo

Palermo, where centuries and culture converge.
The Cultural Treasures

A Touch of Beauty and Flavour
Timing: 10h00/02h00
Duration: 4 hours including light lunch
Transfer time: about 20 minutes driving from / to Grand Hotel Villa Igea
Guided tour of Palermo city centre to admire its main higlights, such as
"Cassaro“ street, the oldest street of Palermo, where guests will discover
the Four Corners (Quattro Canti), also known as "Teatro del Sole" (theatre
of the sun), an elegant baroque crossroad, Pretoria Square, Bellini
Square, the medieval Church of Martorana and San Cataldo Church.
During the tour there will be two different stops in order to discover the
local traditional street food gastronomy. Guests will have the possibility to
taste cannoli with ricotta cheese, then they will have typical appetizers as
panella (Sicilian chickpea fritters), arancine (fried rice balls with bolognese
ragù), crocchè (mashed potato and egg covered in bread crumbs and
fried) combined with local wine.

The Royal Palermo
Timing: Subject to availability of the slot
Duration: 2 hours
Transfer time: about 20 minutes driving from / to Grand Hotel Villa Igea
Guided tour inside the Monumental Complex of the Royal Palace and
Palatine Chapel, recently classified by Unesco World Heritage Site, unique in
some respect as the symbol of the extraordinary dialogue between different
civilizations and religions in XII century Sicily. Focus of this tour will be the
Royal Palace, Palace of the Normans, one of the most ancient royal palaces in
Europe. The Monumental Complex, which offers an insight into 25 centuries
of history, stands on the highest and most strategic area of the town. It was
changed by the Normans into a sumptuous residence and houses the
precious Palatine Chapel. Thanks to its shining mosaics, it is looked upon as
one of the finest art jewels ever produced by this perfect cultural syncretism,
which marked the eclectic Norman Age.
*This activity can be done as private visit before/after opening public
times and enhanced by a private concert

The Baroque Jewel
Timing: Summer opening Mon-Sat 9.30 a.m. to 13.30 hours, Winter
opening only on Saturdays 9.30 a.m. to 13.30 hours
Duration: 2 hours
Transfer time: about 20 minutes driving from / to Grand Hotel Villa Igea
In the neighborhood of Capo in Palermo, the Church of the Immaculate is a
fascinating baroque jewel by the Society of Jesus at its most glorious period
in the city. Also known as Casa Professa, this is one of Palermo’s most
breathtaking churches. The Jesuits first built a church on this site between
1564 and 1578. Incorporated into a larger church in 1633, the building was
significantly restored after suffering major bomb damage. While the
church’s facade displays relative restraint typical of the late 16th century, its
transept, apses and dome burst with 17th-century baroque extravagance.
The dome’s vault is decorated with a fresco attributed to Pietro Novelli.
The chapel of the Jesuit Baroque is one among the most beautiful in Italy. In
addition to the ornamented walls we see a nave with a stunning floor. The
nave is rhythmed by stars morning stars, sea stars, wind stars.

The Opera in Palermo
Timing: Mon-Fri 10am-1pm
Guided tours of the Politeama Garibaldi Theater must be booked in advance
Duration: 2 hours
Transfer time: about 20 minutes driving from / to Grand Hotel Villa Igea
The imposing Politeama Garibaldi Theater overlooks Palermo’s Piazza
Ruggero Settimo with its triumphal arch entrance. It was built in the late
19th century, and today is home to the Orchestra Sinfonica Siciliana. The
theater itself is all red velvet and gold, with two levels of theater boxes
lining the semi-circular main seating area. Two rows of columns ring the
outside of the circular building, meeting at the triumphal arch at the
entrance. Even the theater’s curtain at the front of the stage is a work of art,
depicting a scene from Greek mythology painted in 1891.A private opera or
symphonic concert will be the special highlight to attend

Golden Mosaics and Sicilian Puppets
UNESCO Heritage

Timing: 9h00am/5h30pm
Duration: 8 hours and 30 minutes including lunch
Transfer time: about 35 minutes transfer to Monreale from Grand Hotel
Villa Igea/ about 15 minutes transfer back to Grand Hotel Villa Igea.
Guests will visit the world-famous Monreale Cathedral, the last and most
beautiful of the Norman churches built in Sicily, and one of the architectural
wonders of the medieval world (1 hours visit). After visit, transfer to the city
centre where guests will continue exploring the local and traditional
gastronomy having lunch in a typical street food Trattoria. After lunch,
guided visit of Massimo Theatre ‘’Vittorio Emanuele’’, by far one of the
largest theatre in Europe. Guests will discover the parterre, the royal stage,
the foyer, the Pompeian room After, guests will visit the “Teatro dei Pupi
Opera” of the Cuticchio family that has handed down the magic art of oral
and puppet theater to this day. After the visit they will enjoy a nice puppet’s
performance. *Entrance to Pupi Theater subject to check upon guests number.

Palermo Underground the Qanat
UNESCO heritage
Timing: 09h00am/12h00am
Duration: 3 hours (1 hour in the underground area + 1 hour to dress up
properly + 1 hour transfer R/T)
Transfer time: about 30 minutes transfer from/to Grand Hotel Villa Igiea
In Palermo there is a great historical and architectural heritage that is
hidden from view and can be visited on special occasions only. This heritage
includes the Qanat, the underground tunnels dating back to the Arab
domination that had the task of intercepting and transporting the water of
the springs and leading it, through a skillful play of slopes, to the inhabited
and cultivated areas. The Qanat will let you talk about them for a long time.
It starts with a first dressing, which includes rubber boots and waterproof
jacket, then you go to the actual equipment, harness and nice helmet with
light bulb and then down, for 15 meters under the ground through an iron
ladder. The bare rock, the humid atmosphere, the water that gushes from
the wall and that flows between their feet, the light of the helmet that lights
up the way, an experience to say the least surreal.

The Mysteries of Palermo
Timing: 09h00/13h00
Duration: 4 hours
Transfer time: about 20 minutes transfer from / to Grand Hotel
Villa Igiea.
IThis is a tour that includes some of the most unusual monuments
in the entire world. The Zisa castle which was built by king William
I has his private summer residence, once surrounded by a huge
Arabic style garden. From there we will go to the impressive and
shocking Capuchin Catacombs, where we will be surprised by the
macabre sight of about 8.000 mummies dressed in their best
Sunday clothes, most of them hanging on the walls. We will finish
our day with the visit of the Spasimo, once a church now
transformed into an open-air theatre . Symbol of the rebirth of the
city it's situated in the pulsating heart of the Kalsa area, the old
Arabic head-quarter.
Highlights: Joyful at the Zisa castle Mummies at the Catacombes
Glorious at the Spasimo

Experience Millennial Tradition and History
A trip out of Town

A journey through the Romans’ ruins
and Arab flavours

Timing: 09h00/17h00
Duration: 8 hours
Transfer time: about 1 hour 30 minutes transfer from / to Grand Hotel Villa
Igiea
Enhance your sightseeing experience of Sicily on an enriching full-day
excursion to Erice and Segesta from Palermo. Delight in the medieval majesty
of Erice, a walled town that reigns over the picturesque harbor of Trapani and
after visiting an olive oil producer, pleasure your palate with a traditional
Sicilian lunch base on homemade cous cous, dish of small steamed balls of
crushed durum wheat semolina that is traditionally served with a stew
spooned on top. Delve into historical wonders of Segesta during time at an
archeological site, marveling at the unfinished temple and absorbing
sweeping vistas of Sicily’s sun-drenched valleys and undulating hills.

The Mountain and the sea villages in one day
Timing: 09h00/17h00
Duration: 8 hours
Transfer time: about 1 hour 15 minutes transfer from / to Grand Hotel Villa
Igiea
Visit two Sicilian towns in one day on this full-day tour from Palermo. Explore
the hilltop town of Castelbuono, a medieval town nestled in the heart of the
Madonie mountains, you will visit the Beautiful Castle rich in history and
treasures, you will walk in the historic center and you can taste the desserts
of the famous Fiasconaro pastry. After a typical Sicilian lunch continue to the
seafront town of Cefalu, beautiful and picturesque seaside town, here you
can admire the Magnificent Cathedral Arab-Norman already UNESCO
heritage, the old town full of narrow streets and unique views, the small port,
the Bastione, the Medieval Lavatoio and finally the splendid beach of fine
sand and crystal clear sea.

The Punic Road, the Salt Pans and
the Famous Marsala Wine
Timing: 08h00/18h00
Duration: 10 hours
Transfer time: about 1 hour 45 minutes transfer from / to Grand Hotel Villa
Igiea
Departure to explore the western coast up to Marsala, a gorgeous city of art,
rich in Punic, Roman, Norman, Arab, and Spanish heritage. Wine tasting and
lunch in a charming historical winery of Marsala wine. Proceed to the coast
from characterized by one of the landscapes most peculiar to Sicily: the
saltworks. We will reach Mothia isle, walking to the ancient streets and
visiting the Whitaker Museum. Back to the Stagnone and head to the
Museum of Salt, that recounts the different stages involved in collecting salt
from the saltpans Before to go back, have an Aperitif in a “unique place ” that
overlooks the salt-pans. A very charming place , especially at sunset with
colors that shift from red to orange to pink.

Cool and Fun Experiences

A gaze upon the sky
Timing: 9h00/17h00
Duration: about 1 hour 30 minutes including transfers / 30 minutes flight
Transfer time: about 20 minute transfer from GH Villa Igiea to Bocca di
Falco Airport
Would you like to see everything and everyone from above, at least once
in your life? The experience of a helicopter flight is especially unique in
Sicily, a place where you can experience an incredible variety of landscapes
a in a few kilometers and where it is possible to fly over mythological
coasts and charming cities., The duration of the flight is about 30 minutes.
From the top you can admire a unique panorama for domes, monuments
and fields that drop on a spectacular coastline.
Guests will admire the beautiful landscape from a privileged point of view.
The activity is subject to visibility / weather conditions.

Art, fun and sweet treats by Vespa!
Timing: 09h00/13h00
Duration: 4 hours
Transfer time: 20 minutes transfer from / to Grand Hotel Villa Igiea
Take a seat on the back of a Vespa for a scenic tour of three hours passing
from different points of the city! Goes into the narrow alleys and lesserknown areas outside the traditional tours.
Our driver will take you to discover Palermo making it fully feel the
atmosphere and beauty! You ride, We drive !Guests will have a tour
through the streets of the historic center of Palermo, admiring the
beautiful architectural and historical jewels of the Sicilian capital.
Some samples "Cassaro“ street, the oldest street of Palermo, where guests
will discover the Four Corners (Quattro Canti), an elegant baroque
crossroad, Pretoria Square, Bellini Square, the medieval church of
Martorana, San Cataldo Church, Casa Professa and the Cathedral. A stop
for a delicious brioche and gelato will make more enjoyable the journey
around the busy and picturesque alleys.

Iconic Tour by Fiat 500
Timing: 9h00/15h00
Duration: about 6 hours including lunch
Transfer time: about 20 minute transfer from GH Villa Igiea to the starting
point of the activity / about 40 minutes transfer from/to Santa Rosalia
Sanctuary
More than a car, the FIAT 500 was born as a cheap city car, but it has rapidly
become an Italian Myth, able to combine Style and Folk. Enjoy a private tour
towards the Pellegrino Mount by Fiat 500. Transfer from the hotel to the
starting point of the activity: Piazza G. Verdi. Cars are self-driving and we
suggest max 2 guests per car. Guests will pass through the ancient port of
Palermo. Along the way there will be stops to take pictures. Then,
proceeding towards Pellegrino Mount, where stands the sanctuary of Saint
Rosalia, Transfer back by vintage 500 cars towards the starting point and
release of the cars. Short walking to the lunch place. Have a stroll in our FIAT
500 City and discover the Sicilian Way!
* On request itinerary can be adapted.

Enjoying the charming coast
Timing: 10h30/14h00
Duration: 4 hours
Transfer time: departure from sailing boats meeting point
Boarding on private sailing boats (maximum 10 guests per boat) and
sailing along the beautiful coast enjoying sunbathing.
Different stops will be arranged to have some swimming such as in
Mondello Gulf, Capo Gallo Reserve and in Femmine Island. Soft
drinks & relax during navigation. Buffet lunch will be served on
board.
* On request itinerary can be adapted to different itineraries along
the coastline.

Biking around
Guests will discover the historical, artistic and scenic beauties of
Palermo, crossing its enchanting coasts in a tour that will have the
sea and the history as main protagonists. Along the coastal route
they will pass by the Borgo of Arenella, born as a fishing village and
developed during the nineteenth century around the Tonnara Florio.
The tour will continue towards Mondello, with its characteristic
seaside village and its enchanting beach. Here, will be arranged a
gastronomic stop to taste typical street food. After that, the ride will
continue through the Real Parco della Favorita, a park of about 400
hectares, created in 1799 by Ferdinand III of Bourbon, which was
mainly his private hunting reserve and the ancient Chinese Palazzina
royal residence of the Bourbons. The tour will finish at the hotel.
* On request itinerary can be adapted to different itineraries
along the coastline.

The Duchess old recipes
A Day Cooking with the Duchess is a unique culinary and cultural
experience, a fascinating journey through the food and history of
Sicily in a beautiful eighteenth-century palace on the sea, the last
home of Prince Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa. The Duchess will
lead the guests early in the morning to the picturesque Capo Market
where they will choose the freshest seasonal ingredients, and they
will discover some of the hidden beauties of Palermo. Back to the
palace, a stop in the lush terrace. Guests will collect the most suitable
herbs, flowers and citrus fruits to enhance the flavors of Sicilian
dishes that they will prepare in the cozy kitchen under the expert
guidance of the Duchess. After lunch, the Duke and the Duchess will
take guests through the beautifully restored rooms of the palace,
and get the privilege of admiring the original manuscript of the
immortal masterpiece of Prince Tomasi di Lampedusa, Il Gattopardo.

Ballarò Market inner habits
During the tour in Ballarò guests will discover the secrets of the
ancient jobs and street food.
Artisan will tell the story of their families, how they live the city and
the characteristics of their products. We will show the processing of
Carrubba candies, produced in the neighborhood since 1890 by the
“Terranova” family, the memories of Alberto Napoli of “Le Delizie a
Tavola”, which since 1964 continues between difficulty and nostalgia,
to sell its products. Then, visit of the family “Cannatella”, which has
been displaying dried fruit, spices and sweets for 170 years and the
Antica Caffetteria Di Maria da Gina, one of the oldest bars in Ballarò.
Visits will be accompanied by tasting of local products.

Instagram Masterclass
Guests will have a pleasant walking tour in the city centre with a
master of photography.
Guests will have the chance to admire the beautiful highlights of the
historical centre, including Piazza Pretoria, a jewel to photograph, I
Quattro Canti, all the historical markets which will give them splendid
shots of what is the daily life of Palermo and the Cathedral which
offers many different perspectives to take a picture.
Guests will also climb on the roofs of the cathedral to enjoy the view
of the whole city.
During the tour they will discover all the secrets to take amazing
photos by their smartphone that will impress their family and friends
on Instagram!

Red Driving
Guests will reach the hotel parking and they will find Ferrari latest
models waiting for them.
Guests will be briefed and they will have the opportunity to drive a
Ferrari car along the panoramic roads in the Palermo surroundings
on the famous Targa Florio Roads. This is a unique experience that
will blend a symbol of the Italian elegance and the thrill of driving
luxury cars. According to the final number of guests we will
arrange driving experience in turns.

Everything is better together!

The Sicilian Masterclass Experience
Timing: 10h00 am/04h00 pm
Duration: 6 hours including lunch
Participants: min. 40 max 200 guests (1 English speaking local
escort each 25 guests)
Transfer time: about 1 hour driving
Experience the Sicilian tradition by artisans’ and artists’ workshops,
typical musical instrument masterclasses, live cooking activities.
A memorable feast to embrace the excellence of art, handcraft, food
and wine tradition, the essence of this region.

Cinema in Sicily

Timing: 09h00am/5h00pm
Duration: 8 hours
Participants: 40 guests divided in 4 teams (1 English speaking local escort each
team)
Transfer time: 40/45 minutes transfer to reach the first stop
discover Sicily through the cinematographic masterpieces of the most famous
and Oscar awarded Cinema director: Giuseppe Tornatore, Francis Ford Coppola
and Luchino Visconti. Guests will experience a nice movie activity sharing funny
moments and discovering the destination in an original way!

Cooking with Mamma
Timing: 9h00am/4h00pm
Duration: 7 hours including Lunch
Transfer time: TBA
Divided in different teams guests will be involved in a cooking
challenge preparing typical Sicilian specialties “hand-on”.

“Invito a Palazzo”
Palermo Noble Heritage

The City Domus Magna
Venue: Monumental Complex – Palermo
historical centre
Palazzo Butera is one of the most
fascinating and historically rich residences
in all of Sicily, a veritable palace that rises
in the heart of the ancient district of Kalsa.
We know with certainty that, following the
previous properties of the Branciforte and
the Gravina, already in 1735 the building
had its current appearance, with the
monumental façade facing the sea. The
charm of this place, with its striking view
of the Gulf of Palermo, struck the
imagination of the German poet Goethe
who stayed there during his trip to Sicily.
After
the
ownership
of
Stefania
Branciforte, last princess of Butera, the
Palazzo passes first to the Lanza, princes
of Trabia and dukes of Camastra and,
finally, to Prince Pietro Lanza Galletti and
to his wife Giulia Florio d'Ondes, since
2016 it is owned by the collector and
gallery owner Massimo Valsecchi, who
started an impressive restoration and
renovation project, to create a large
museum of classical and modern art.
Capacity: up to 500 guests in different
halls

Magnificent Baroque
Venue: Magnificent Baroque Palace –
Palermo historical centre
Palermo is a very intimate and secret city,
hiding many of its beauties. Palazzo
Gangi is considered the most sumptuous
private residence in Sicily. It became
almost legendary when Luchino Visconti
decided to film the magnificent ballroom
scene of "Il Gattopardo" (The Leopard)
there in1963.The beauty of the halls and
the ballroom is dazzling.
The Hall of Mirrors is a vast room in an
enchanting, yet slightly bizarre, Rococo
style: a masterpiece of Baroque design
with golden fittings and doors entirely
painted. Guests will be received by the
owners, children of the ‘Leopards’,
aristocrats and modern entrepreneurs at
the same time; They will have a private
visit and aperitif with prosecco and
offered by the owners followed by a
sumptuous dinner.
Capacity: up to 70 guests in the main hall

Middle-age Residence
Venue: Historical Residence – Palermo historical
centre
This is one of the most important historical
residences in the whole Sicily. Palazzo Alliata
was built in the middle of XV century, it’s a
stunning example of the works of the most
important Sicilian architects that worked at this
ancient palace, from the 1400’s to the full
Modernism.
Guests will be welcomed by the Princess Alliata
who will explain the story of the palace and of
her family. Then, they will have a welcome
aperitif.
Dinner will be served in the main hall.
The eighteenth-century glass chandelier, made in
Murano Ca’ Rezzonico, is considered the biggest
among those ever made.

Capacity: up to 120 guests in the main hall

Private Palace and Museum
Venue: Private Palace & Museum – Palermo
historical centre
The building of Palazzo Asmundo with its
mortars, the serpottian school stuccos, the
Venetian blinds and the Baroque doors, the
frescoes with allegories of Gioacchino
Martorana, the eighteenth-century alcove
with its cherubs, branches and turtledoves
that weave the nest of 'amore, represents a
veritable treasure trove of art, making its
collections even more precious: the paintings,
the chests of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries exhibited there permanently; as
well as Sicilian ceramics, census bricks,
devotionals; Neapolitan, French porcelain, etc
; the scrolls, the vases, the fans, the
embroideries, the white and firearms
weapons, the copious cartographic and
numismatic documentation that enrich the
exhibitions from time to time, reproduce that
"Palermo Felicissima" so much mentioned by
ancient and modern books.Private visit of the
Museum will be arranged before the Gala
Dinner
Capacity: Up to 260 guests in 4 halls (65
each hall)

An Oasis in the heart of Palermo
Venue: Built in 1893, it is the most significant work of the first
period of the architect Ernesto Basile, in which Moorish
memories and valuable rococo artefacts are mixed. Wanted by
Baron Gabriele Chiaramonte Bordonaro, Senator of the
Kingdom, it is an oasis in the green with secular and exotic
plants located in the center of Palermo where you can immerse
yourself and relive the glories of a magnificent past, right next
to the English Garden. The path through the rooms of Villa
Chiaramonte Bordonaro is very fascinating: the Villa tells its
story through the furnishings of the rooms and their particular
composition. The rooms lend themselves to the setting up of
sumptuous ceremonies and refined buffets characterized by a
unique style
Capacity: Up to 500 persons

Party at Palermo Surroundings Heritage

The Fairy tale Atmospheare of The Past
Venue: Castle on the seaside – Trabia Area / Castello Lanza
The Castle Lanza Branciforte di Trabia is a historic location that still
retains the fairytale atmosphere of the past. The ancient Norman
tower dominates the center of the courtyard and overlooks the
coast. The environments, brought to new light by a wise restoration,
make it today an exclusive location between history and modernity.
Castello Lanza lies on the site where General Aausman Ben
Muhammad and 600 men from the province of Ifriqyia erected the
fortress At Tarbiq in order to besiege the city of Termini Imerese
(827 AD). (XVII century).
Capacity: up to 220 guests in one internal hall.

Sheer Over The Sicilian Sea
Venue: Castle on the seaside –
Imposing Castello di Solanto one of Sicily's last great stately homes,
soars sheer above the sea, about 20 km from Palermo.The castle
was built in Norman times and has always been the residence of
prominent Sicilian noble families like the Filangeris, Spadaforas, and
Alliatas.
Capacity: Winter time: 300 guests can be accomodated in the
Regia Tonnara: tuna-fishing strusture built in the late seventeenth
century. Summer time up to 400, memorable tasteful receptions
can be organized on the large terrace and in the park, with its own
swimming pool, for up to 400 guests.

The Sicilian Night

Art and Fashion Night

Gala Dinner through art, fashion, colours and music of Sicily

Sicilian Feast

Enjoy passion and folklore during the St. Patron Feast

Sicilian Family Night

Enjoy the cosy atmosphere of the Sicilian Family

Ba-Rock

Cirque Baroque is a surrealist journey through the
Baroque myth

Mystery, the essence of life

Mystery Night

The sea and the stars always together

The Sea and The Stars

Memories of Sicily
It’s time to leave Sicily!
We hope the history, the contrasting landscapes, the people and the
food have been amazing and you’ve loved every minute of our trip.
We love realizing your dream trying to let you an indelible memory.
Thanks a lot for your attention, hoping to seeing you soon.
Your PR Dreamers

GENERAL CONDITIONS & NOTES
RATES - The above-mentioned rates are in euros net to PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY. They are subject to our reconfirmation, after all final details have
been worked out. Should the number of participants or services change this could have an impact on the rates quoted above and necessitate a re-quote.
Proposed rates have validity until option date.
OPTIONS - Proposed services & venues have not been blocked yet. We are waiting for your comments/preferences.
EXPENSES - Should PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY be asked to cover cash pay-outs and other costs accruing apart from those in the program as booked,
or for direct services paid for through our bookings, a handling fee of 15% will be charged.
SITE INSPECTIONS – All expenses occurring during site inspections, inclusive those supported by our agency's staff will will be charged at cost. Further
PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY will charge a forfeit amount of € 500,00 per day for assistance during the inspection. In case of event confirmation the
assistance cost will be refunded.
EVENT ORGANIZATION – At all times during the preparation of the event confirmed to PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY a Project Leader will be at your
service in order to guarantee you the best assistance possible.
GRATUITIES - Gratuities to suppliers are not included in the cost proposal
HOTEL - All hotel rates that have been quoted in this proposal include the following services by PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY: We shall ensure that any
changes are passed on to the hotel and processed correctly. One member of our staff will supervise delivery and ensure smooth running of procedures.
We will be at the hotel prior to the group‘s arrival in order to ensure that room distribution is in line with the rooming list requirements, and will monitor
and spot check rooms in accordance with the arrival schedule.
ENTRANCES – Please note that the entrance fees to Museums or Monuments quoted above are based on the actual rates given by the individual
authorities. Any increase will be duly charged to the contractor.
THEATER TICKETS – Any tickets for operas, operettas, concerts, musicals, plays or festivals can only be provided against full prepayment. A 20%-plusVAT surcharge will be charged. Tickets cannot be returned. PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY will do its best to resell cancelled tickets.
GUIDES – Our team of guides and hostesses are carefully selected from among the most professional and are regularly licensed by Government
Authorities. During the walking portion of the city tours or excursions we always suggest the support of an additional guide (over and above one guide
for each 25 guests) in order to guarantee a better quality tour.
ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES – Unless specifically requested we do not have assistants on board limousines and minivans. The presence of assisting staff
inside the customs area is always subject to local customs agents’ approval. The number of staff / assistance involved at the airport will be suggested by
PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY once in possession of the arrival manifest.
PAYMENT POLICY – The full balance must be due before the event start. A detailed payment schedale will be included in the contract to be sent upon
confirmation of the event.
SIGNING – PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY has an in-house graphic department and can provide you with costs proposals for all coach signs with
company or event logo, menu cards, welcome letters etc.
PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY has got liability insurance to protect guests as per the Italian law.

Contact us

Sicily office
Via Montelauro,4
95030 Tremestieri Etneo (CT)
Phone: +39 095 335353
Fax: +39 095 335399

Rome office
Viale Mazzini, 33
00195 Rome
Phone: +39 06 37511005
Fax: +39 06 37374903

Milan office
Phone: +39 02 87159830

